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What is the NATO Innovation  Hub?

The NATO Innovation Hub is a community where experts and innovators from
around the globe collaborate in order to tackle NATO’s potential challenges and propose new
ideas and solutions. It is the engine of the NATO Innovation Network, federating national
entities, leveraging open innovation, and agile development.

Why join the NATO Innovation Hub?

One of the reasons many innovators, including students have joined the NATO
Innovation Hub is due to the following:

1. The Hub has access to a broad community of experts from inside and outside NATO.
2. It is an online collaborative platform to interact and communicate with the

community. People who join the Innovation Hub aim for creating new partnerships
and enhancing their performance by collaborating with other members.

Types of partnerships:

1. Subject Matter Expertise Approach
➢ Faculty, students, and staff can contribute their expertise to any open project initiative.

2. An academic institution can partner with the Innovation Hub, and establish an organisation
related to a project or event. This provides the partner with maximum visibility from the
event and maximum influence on the project. Some of the academic institutions that have
been partnered with NATO include the Energy Security Centre of Excellence, which is
located in France, and  Norfolk State University, established in the United States.
3. Innovation for Defence
➢ Universities can now make solving a NATO issue part of their course curriculum.
➢ With the support of a NATO mentor, professors can guide their students towards

solving a concrete issue over the course of one or two semesters.
4. Internships - Onsite and Online
➢ The NATO Innovation Hub has interns from all across the world, online (e-interns).
➢ When universities have partnerships, or an agreement with the Innovation Hub, they

permit students to intern onsite. The University of Virginia has partnered with NATO
and students have joined the Innovation Hub as interns.

Two major initiatives that involve academic partnerships:

1. The NATO INNOVATION CHALLENGE (Open Challenge). The NATO Innovation
Challenge is hosted, twice a year, and each time, the event is hosted in a different
nation. The main goal of this challenge is to help solve problems that affect the world.

2. DTEX Initiative (Disruptive Technology Experimentation)
➢ DTEX is an initiative that combines some of the wargaming methodologies with some

of the agile developments.



NATO Military Uses of Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and Robotics

The NATO Energy Security Centre of Excellence (ESCE) was created July 10th,
2012, and is located on the South-West of France, Bordeaux; specialised in applied computer
sciences. In most French engineering schools, students familiarise with several skills such as:

1. Information Sciences and Technologies, along with Social Sciences and Humanities.
2. Teaching based on complexity modelling, cognitive uses of the digital world,

technologies and industrial systems.
3. Basic Sciences, including Computer Science, Software Engineering, Mathematics,

Human Biology, Signal Processing etc.
4. Cognitive Specialisation. This includes Human Factors and Design, Artificial

Intelligence, User Experience, Human System Integration, Augmented Reality,
Knowledge Exchange (KX).

5. Managerial skills, which include project management, human management and
foreign language.

ENSC partnership with NATO:

This partnership has allowed progress in many scientific researches and several
research projects. Some of these projects are held within the Science & Technology
Organisation (STO) frame, while other projects are held within the frame of Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) along with several specific innovation hub projects.

Johns Hopkins University partnership with NATO:

Johns Hopkins University was founded in the 1870's as a research university while
mimicking the German research university model. One of the best qualities of Johns Hopkins
University is that students are encouraged to join research projects when their freshman year
begins; and are assigned to actual scientific research projects that are currently ongoing.
Johns Hopkins University students have been working with NATO since 2018. Additionally,
the university has also been collaborating with the Czech Technical University in Prague and
the Imperial College in London.

When did Johns Hopkins University start collaborating with the NATO Innovation Hub?

Johns Hopkins University began collaborating with NATO when a student innovation
team was working on ideas for airborne drone defence, and presented their findings to the
NATO Countering Systems Innovation Challenge in Berlin, November 2018. The
relationships created there eventually led to discussions of how best to engage university
students with the alliance. One of the projects students worked on in the medical branch of
ACT was to present various problems they discussed and thought of and write an article
about it. The article of the project was, “What is the Future of Combat Medicine?” It defined
the dimensions of analysis that would become important for combat in the future. The
question at hand was, what would happen if air evacuation is not possible and there is a large
number of casualties in a distributed field? This problem raised awareness and the project
proved that finding injured troops and understanding what their state of health or injury is,
canin fact be beneficial. This is what led to the concept of creating wearable devices that



allows the tracking of each soldier’s vitals. With this device, field medics will be able to
determine a soldier’s location, along with what condition they are in, so that they can better
treat the soldier on sight with the proper equipment.

Students worked on many thought provoking projects such as:

1. What is Cognitive Warfare? What can be done about it?

For this assignment, students worked on further defining what cognitive warfare is.
The result of this work was a collaboration with CTU where the concept was to create a
dashboard that allowed tracking cognitive warfare that takes place in social media,
cyberspace, social messaging and other applications. The idea is to integrate feeds and
identify patterns of machine learning.

2. How can we encounter disinformation and fake news?

The best way to detect fake news is to check the emotional content, in which the
content is delivered especially in the social messaging environment; this can be tracked with
artificial intelligence with sentiment analysis tools that can identify messages.

How are students assigned to a research project?

Typically students are formed into groups and every student group will have to
interact with the customer or the client at three stages.

1. The first stage is when the students are presented with the problem. Ideally, there is a
mid point check up where the team has to report a draft to the customer and
eventually the final report.

2. The assignment should be posed in terms of a specific problem; it requires
complications that are of interest to the students.

3. Student teams are supervised by professors, attending weekly meetings, and working
together throughout the semester. In these meetings, students are to decide what the
direction of the project should be. At the end of the project, reports are to be
published.

The greatest innovation comes from great problems.

There are three types of problems:

1. The Well - Defined
2. The Ill - Defined
3. The Un - Defined

Current ongoing projects:

1. Climate Change - What are the Implications?
2. Future of Space - How does it affect NATO
3. Future of Warfare - How can Technology Play a Role?




